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Southwest of Stevens Pass, Washington, immediately west of

the crest of the Cascade Range, pre-Tertiary rocks include the

Chiwaukum Schist, dominantly biotite-quartz schist characterized

by a polyphase metamorphic history, that correlates with schistose

basement east of the area of study. Pre-Tertiary Easton Schist,

dominated by graphitic phyllite, is principally exposed in a horst on

Tonga Ridge, however, it also occurs east of the horst. Altered

peridotite correlated to Late Jurassic Ingalls Complex crops out on

the western margin of the Mount Stuart uplift near Deception Pass.

The Mount Stuart batholith of Late Cretaceous age, dominantly

granodiorite to tonalite, and its satellite, the Beck ler Peak stock,

intrude Chiwaukum Schist, Easton Schist, and Ingalls Complex.

Tertiary rocks include early Eocene Swauk Formation, a

thick sequence of fluviatile polymictic conglomerate and arkosic



sandstone that contains clasts resembling metamorphic and plutonic

basement rocks in the northwestern part of the thesis area. The

Swauk Formation lacks clasts of Chiwaukum Schist that would be ex-

pected from source areas to the east and northeast. The Oligocene (?)

Mount Daniel volcanics, dominated by altered pyroclastic rocks, in-

trude and unconformably overlie the Swauk Formation. The middle

Miocene Snoqualmie batholith intrudes the Swauk Formation, Mount

Daniel volcanic body, and Evergreen fault.

South of the Stevens Pass highway the Easton Schist and associ-

ated Beck ler Peak stock are bounded on the east and west by high

angle faults defining a horst on Tonga Ridge. The S 05°E-trending

Evergreen fault forms the eastern boundary of the horst and extends

southward to the Snoqualmie batholith intrusive contact. The A#5 30°

E-trending Tonga Ridge fault, marked by serpentinite pods and highly

sheared rocks, is the western boundary of the horst and coalesces

with the Evergreen fault south of Tonga Ridge.

Contrasting metamorphic terranes, the Chiwaukum Schist and

Easton Schist, were juxtaposed in the vicinity of the Evergreen fault

prior to Mount Stuart intrusion; rocks of Mount Stuart lithology occur

on both sides of the Evergreen fault zone. The Evergreen fault did

not undergo large scale dextral displacement subsequent to Mount

Stuart intrusion postulated for the Straight Creek fault.

Dip-slip displacement characterized by reduction in magnitude



of offset to the south elevated the Tonga Ridge horst; this displace-

ment continued after deposition of the Swauk Formation. Isostatic

uplift of the Mount Stuart block accompanied Swauk deposition and

deformation, faulting along the Evergreen and Tonga Ridge faults,

and normal faulting along the western margin of the Mount Stuart

uplift.
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GEOLOGY AND STRUCTURAL EVOLUTION OF THE
FOSS RIVER-DECEPTION CREEK AREA,

CASCADE MOUNTAINS, WASHINGTON

I. INTRODUCTION

Geographic Description and Access

The Foss River-Deception Creek area lies south of the Stevens

Pass highway (U. S. Highway 2) near Skyhomish, Washington, immedi-

ately to the west of and including a small part of the crest of the

Cascade range (fig. 1). The area of study comprises more than

100 km.2 (40 sq. mi. ) of the Skykomish, Scenic, Mount Daniel, and

Big Snow Mountain 7 1/2 minute 1:24, 000 quadrangles.

Two major drainages, the East Fork of the Foss River and

Deception Creek, dominate the western and eastern parts, respec-

tively, of the area. Tonga Ridge, Blue Ridge, Terrace Mountain,

and the northern slopes of Mount Daniel comprise the higher eleva-

tions. The landscape is characterized by rugged, mountainous relief

with elevations that vary from less than 1, 400 feet ('430 meters) to

6, 361 feet ("1940 meters) at the summit of Terrace Mountain. Vege-

tation is dense below snowline resulting from an average annual pre-

cipitation of over 100 inches, and exposures are commonly limited.

The snowpack covers some high areas into late July and August.

A logging road that originates along the Foss River provides
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Fig. 1. Location of the Foss River-Deception Creek area,
Cascade Mountains, Washington.
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access to the northern and eastern sides of Tonga Ridge. Most of

the area of study is in the Alpine Lakes Wilderness Area and is

therefore restricted to access by hiking trails. The major trails

are on Tonga Ridge, along the East Fork of the Foss River, and

along Deception Creek to Deception Pass and Marmot Lake.

Geologic Overview

The Foss River-Deception Creek area is transitional between

two contrasting provinces of the north-south-trending Cascade Range.

To the north, exposures of pre-Tertiary metamorphic and plutonic

rocks predominate. South of the region, particularly south of

Snoqualmie Pass and into Oregon, Tertiary volcanic rocks mask

older rocks and structures. The area of study includes pre-Tertiary

metamorphic rocks, the western edge of the Late Cretaceous age

Mount Stuart intrusion, early Tertiary continental sedimentary rocks,

Tertiary volcanic rocks, and parts of the edge of the middle Miocene

Snoqualmie batholith.

Pre-Tertiary metamorphic rocks of the area are divided into

two groups, the Easton Schist and the Chiwaukum Schist based on

mineralogy and apparent metamorphic history. Both units are

largely metasedimentary rocks derived from pelitic sediments,

with subordinate metavolcanic rocks. The ages of both units are

unresolved. Rocks of the Easton Schist and Chiwaukum Schist are
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loosely correlated with rocks of the Shuksan Metamorphic Suite and

Skagit Metamorphic Suite, respectively, from work in the North

Cascades by Peter Misch and Joseph Vance and their students at

the University of Washington.

The N 05°W-trending Evergreen fault of Yeats extends through

the western part of my area and provides evidence for at least two

periods of displacement. Pre-Tertiary offset produced contrast in

metamorphic grade of basement rocks across the Evergreen fault zone

prior to intrusion of the Mount Stuart batholith. Sense of displacement

before Mount Stuart intrusion is unknown. Dip-slip offset elevated

the Tonga Ridge horst relative to the surrounding Swauk Formation

subsequent to Swauk deposition and prior to intrusion of the

Snoqualmie batholith.

Age controls in my area are provided by radiometric dating of

emplacement of the Mount Stuart batholith (88±5 m. y. ), unroofing of

the Mount Stuart body (55±6 m.y.), fission-track dates of volcanic

rocks interbedded with the Swauk Formation (51 m, y. ,49±5 me y. )

and intrusion of the Snoqualmie batholith (18-15 m. y. ).

Deposition of the Swauk Formation of early Eocene age appears

to have been concurrent with unroofing of the Mount Stuart batholith,

based on a substantial amount of granitic detritus of Mount Stuart

affinity in the Swauk.

The Mount Daniel volcanic body of Oligocene (?) age intruded
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and was deposited unconformably on the Swauk Formation prior to

intrusion of the Snoqualmie batholith. Attempts to date radio-

metrically the Mount Daniel volcanic body have so far been un-

successful because of advanced stages of alteration of these volcanic

rocks.

Previous Work

Regional mapping south of the area was accomplished by

G. 0. Smith (1903, 1904) in the Mount Stuart quadrangle and by

Smith and Calkins (1906) in the Snoqualmie quadrangle. The Easton

Schist, Swauk Formation, Keechelus Andesitic Series (now redefined),

and Snoqualmie Granodiorite were named in this early work. W. S.

Smith (1916) produced the first geologic map including the Foss

River-Deception Creek area. He divided rocks of the Skykomish

basin into pre-Tertiary and Tertiary groups with the Tertiary Swauk

Formation deposited unconformably on eroded edges of the pre-

Tertiary Easton Schist and Maloney Metamorphic Series. The Swauk

was dated as early Eocene based on 19 species of fossil plants. The

Keechelus Andesite and Snoqualmie Granodiorite were designated

Miocene and late Miocene in age, respectively.

More detailed mapping was undertaken by University of

Washington graduate students in the 1950's. Pratt (1954, 1958)

worked in the Deception Pass area, largely in the Mount Stuart block.
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Pratt mapped the Deception Pass fault as a division between the

younger Swauk Formation on the west and the Mount Stuart granodior-

ite, associated Chiwaukum Schist, and peridotite on the eastern side.

Pratt also suggested that the Swauk and Keechelus Formations were

interbedded near Deception Pass. Oles (1956) studied the crystalline

rocks north of the Stevens Pass highway, including the Chiwaukum

Schist. Galster (1956) mapped the Miller-Foss River area, including

the Easton Schist, Swauk Formation, Temple Mountain Andesite

(Skykomish unit of Vance, 1977), and Snoqualmie Granodiorite.

Galster interpreted the metamorphic rocks on Tonga Ridge as part

of a buried hill, which was later determined to be the result of dis-

placement along the Evergreen fault (Yeats, 1958). Yeats mapped

the Skykomish area, which included the northern part of the thesis

area. In the Skykomish area, the Evergreen fault separates high

grade migmatitic rocks on the east from the lower grade Easton

Group on the western side. Evidence of major thrusting related to

that in the North Cascades province (Misch, 1966) occurs in the

Skykomish area. The region directly south of the thesis area, the

Dutch Miller Gap area, was mapped by Ellis (1959); Ellis included

Marmot Lake and Deception Pass in his area. Rocks of the Easton

Group, mapped to the north by Yeats, also occur in the Dutch Miller

Gap area, suggesting a continuation of the structural pattern from

the north, interrupted in the thesis area by Swauk sedimentary rocks
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and the Snoqualmie batholith. Ellis found the Keechelus Formation

(Mount Daniel volcanics of this report) to overlie the Swauk uncon-

formably, contradicting the interbedding relationship espoused by

Pratt (1954). Ellis saw a sharp contact between the Snoqualmie

Granodiorite and the Swauk Formation,, described as gradational

by Galster (1956).

More recent work has focused on topical problems on specific

units in the thesis area. The stratigraphy of the Keechelus Group,

including detailed descriptions of the rock units, was studied by

Hammond (1963) in the west-central Cascades. The Keechelus series

of Hammond is not currently correlated with the Mount Daniel vol-

canics of this report. Plummer (1969) investigated the origin, history

of metamorphism and intrusion, and deformation of crystalline rocks

of the Mount Stuart block. Radiometric dating and petrology of the

Mount Stuart batholith were described by Erikson (1976, 1977).

Erikson (1965, 1969) also reported on multiple intrusive phases in the

Snoqualmie batholith, with char acteristic compositions for each, and

contact metamorphism in the Swauk Formation. Detailed petrography

of the Swauk Formation was presented by Pongsapich (1970).

North of the Skykomish area, the Swauk Formation is confined

to a narrow belt which is moderately to strongly folded and is flanked

by metamorphic rocks, Tertiary volcanic rocks, and Tertiary intru-

sions (Vance, 1957; Heath, 1971). Farther to the north, three major
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north-northwest-trending belts of dominantly pre-Tertiary igneous

and metamorphic rocks occur, separated by the Straight Creek and

Ross Lake faults (Misch, 1966).

Farther south, bordering the Mount Stuart intrusion on the

west, is the Ingalls Complex, which includes peridotite, serpentinite,

gabbro, and diabase (Frost, 1973; Miller, 1975). Miller (1977) has

mapped a thrust fault bringing Ingalls Complex over Chiwaukum Schist

prior to Mount Stuart intrusion. In the central Cascades north of

Snoqualmie Pass, an east-dipping reverse fault separates Easton

Schist, pre-Tertiary peridotite, and Swauk Formation on the east

from rocks of similar age to the west (Foster, 1960). Pre-Tertiary

faulting was extensive in the south-central Cascades, with one such

fault marked by serpentinite lenses (Stout, 1964).

Recent studies of the Straight Creek fault have been presented

by Clayton and Miller (1977) and McCleary and others (1978).

Purpose of the Study

The objectives of the study are:

(1) to provide a detailed geologic map of the area at a scale of

1:24, 000 as a contribution to a regional compilation map of

the U.S. Geological Survey at a scale of 1:100, 000 (Skykomish

River sheet);

(2) to determine the metamorphic history of basement rocks in
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the area to aid in potential correlations with similar units

outside the area;

(3) to map the trace of the Evergreen (Straight Creek) fault system

in the western part of the thesis area and determine offset from

field evidence;

(4) to examine the lithologic character and general structure of

the Swauk Formation and reconstruct the environment of deposi-

tion;

(5) to describe the contact between the Swauk Formation and the

Mount Daniel volcanic series;

(6) to do petrographic work on units that occur in the thesis area,

concentrating on those units that are not well known.

Methods of Investigation

Field work was carried out during three months of the summer

of 1978; topographic maps on a scale of 1:24, 000 were used for

geologic mapping. Aerial photographs furnished by the U.S. Forest

Service provided exact locations -of roads and trails.

Approximately 40 thin sections were made from nearly 100

rock samples collected in this study. Locations of samples from

which thin sections were made are designated on the geologic map.

Thin sections from the collections of Robert Yeats and Keith Oles

were also examined and used for geologic interpretations. Selected
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batholithic and sedimentary rocks were stained to determine plagio-

clase and potassium feldspar content.

Field data by Robert Yeats (1958-1978) were incorporated in

my geologic map, particularly the northwest corner of the thesis area

which was only casually examined in this study.
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II. PRE-TERTIARY METAMORPHIC BASEMENT ROCKS

Chiwaukum Schist

Correlation and Areal Extent

The Chiwaukum Schist of Page (1939) occurs east of the Ever-

green fault near the Stevens Pass highway and extends southeast in

discontinuous outcrop areas along the western margin of the Mount

Stuart batholith. Correlation between rocks occurring in the thesis

area and Chiwaukum Schist occurring largely east and northeast of

the thesis area is based upon pre-metamorphic lithology, dominant

structural trends, folding history, and concordance in a pattern of

northwest-trending isograds of regional metamorphism. Pratt (1954)

described schist occurring along the western margin of the Mount

Stuart batholith near Deception Pass as Chiwaukum Schist.

The Chiwaukum Schist was derived from pelitic sediments

with sufficient maturity to form alumina-excess metamorphic miner-

als. Mineral assemblages of schists in my area of study are charac-

terized by biotite, chlorite, actinolitic hornblende, and locally garnet.

Higher grades of regional metamorphism are indicated by schists con-

taining combinations of almandine, staurolite, kyanite, and sillimanite

in the Chiwaukum Mountains described by Plummer (1969) and the

Nason Ridge area described by Oles (1956). The age of the
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Chiwaukum Schist is unknown.

Isograds of synkinematic metamorphism trend northwest in the

Chiwaukum Schist and indicate a monotonic decrease in metamorphic

grade to the southwest (cf. Plummer, 1969) shown in figure 2.

Barrovian metamorphism that produced this isograd pattern occurred

prior to emplacement of the Mount Stuart batholith; the batholith

occurs within medium grade schists such that metamorphic grade

increases northeast to high grade, away from the batholith (Plummer,

1969). Plummer described a Buchan-type metamorphic event that

was synchronous with intrusion of the Mount Stuart batholith, shown

by metamorphic mineral growth near plutonic contacts.

The possibility of a correlation between the schist in my thesis

area described in this section and the Peshastin Formation of Smith

(1903) was rejected in this study. The Peshastin Formation is a

sequence of sedimentary rocks comprising slate, conglomerate, bands

of chert, and lenses of limestone (Smith, 1903, p. 14) that occurs

southeast of Deception Pass. Peshastin argillite from the Blewett

Pass area, about 35 km. east of the thesis area, shows no evidence

of the regional metamorphism or folding that is recorded in the

Chiwaukum Schist.
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Fig. 2. Barrovian metamorphic zones in Chiwaukum Schist and
Easton Schist, compiled from Oles (1956), Yeats (1958),
Plummer (1969) and the present study. Unshaded areas
include Ingalls Complex, Mount Stuart intrusive rocks,
and Cenozoic deposits.

Low grade (chlorite zone, actinolite greenschist)

Low-medium grade (biotite schist, hornblende amphibolite,
local garnets)

Medium grade, locally high grade (garnet, staurolite,
kyanite, sillimanite)
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Biotite-Quartz Schist

The dominant lithology of the Chiwaukum Schist in the area of

study is a mica schist containing 25-35% biotite and over 60% quartz.

Additional minerals are andesine (An38), magnetite, graphite, chlor-

ite, zircon, sphene, and garnet. The Chiwaukum Schist exhibits a

striped appearance from the segregation of leucocratic quartz-rich

lenses from darker layers dominated by biotite, graphite, and opaque

minerals. Examination of thin sections from rocks northeast of

Tonga Ridge near the Burlington Northern railroad tracks, and

northwest of Deception Pass along the western margin of the Mount

Stuart batholith, allowed a general metamorphic history to be re-

constructed, that involved four main stages.

The first stage of regional metamorphism (S1) began with growth

of platy minerals, e.g., biotite or chlorite, parallel to the S-plane.

A strong synkinematic phase for biotite is shown by coincident extinc-

tion orientations with the long axes of the grains subparallel to S1.

Continued metamorphic differentiation resulted in segregation of

quartz into recrystallized lenses parallel to the S-plane and sand-

wiched between darker bands of biotite and opaque minerals. Graphite

present in these rocks inhibited recrystallization of the finely crystal-

line quartzo-feldspathic groundmass.

The second stage (S2) is marked by folding of S1 layering. 52

could be a continuation of deformation associated with the S1
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metamorphic event or it could be a later metamorphic stage. In

either case, the orientation of principal stresses was realigned to

produce isoclinal folds with fold axes parallel to S1. Folding of S1

layering is shown in figure 3.

Regional metamorphism produced mineral assemblages in the

biotite to the almandine zone of a Barrovian assemblage during S1

and S2. Garnet was found in only one thin section, but this sample

is otherwise similar to other samples of biotite-quartz schist.

A third stage (S3) is marked by biotite growth parallel to the

axial planes of S2 folds. This characteristic is seen only locally,

but may be similar to stage 5 of the metamorphic history of the

Chiwaukum Schist as described by Plummer (1969, p. 63). This

preferential biotite growth may be part of S2.

The final stage (S41 is post-kinematic, marked by the growth

of static biotite and chlorite. Biotite flakes are commonly grouped

in aggregate clusters, showing good crystal development. Direction-

less biotite occurs in both the bands dominated by kinematic biotite,

graphite, and opaque minerals, and the leucratic lenses of recyrstal-

lized quartz. The static phase may be a thermal effect associated

with emplacement of the Mount Stuart batholith because of the

proximity of samples, e.g., JM-78-1 and JM-78-9, to intrusive

rocks of the Mount Stuart batholith. However, my data do not show

a pattern of increased dominance of the static phase adjacent to
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Fig. 3. Isoclinal folding of S1 layers in biotite-quartz schist, at
JM-78-1 on the north side of Tonga Ridge. Leucocratic
bands are largely recrystallized quartz (Q); the rock also
contains biotite (B), magnetite, and opaque dust. Above:
crossed nicols, below: plane light.
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plutonic contacts.

Epidote Amphibolite

Actinolitic hornblende-bearing amphibolite occurs northeast of

Tonga Ridge near Alpine Creek at JM-78-2. Needles of green

hornblende make up over 60% of the rock and are largely synkine-

matic, but a substantial quantity are also post-kinematic. Other

constituents are quartz, albite, chlorite, epidote, and magnetite.

Recrystallized quartz segregations occur as lenses that parallel

the dominant foliation. Synkinematic amphiboles are elongate

parallel to the dominant foliation and are oriented around recyrstal-

lized leucocratic grains. Post-kinematic amphiboles grew into

porphyroblasts formed by these grains.

Greenstone

Greenstone occurs northeast of Tonga Ridge near Carroll

Creek at JM-78-4. This extremely fine-grained rock contains

small plagioclase laths, directionless green amphiboles, augite,

hematite, and a large amount of aphanitic groundmass. The geome-

try of the greenstone unit is uncertain; it may be an intercalation in

biotite-quartz schist of the Chiwaukum Schist or, alternately, an

altered Tertiary dike, due to the absence of a schistose fabric.
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The Easton Schist of Smith (1903) occurs in the northwest part

of the thesis area in a north-trending horst on Tonga Ridge and in a

limited outcrop area east of the horst. The horst is up to 2 km. wide

on Tonga Ridge. It is bounded by rocks of the Swauk Formation on

both sides, and it wedges out-south of Tonga. Ridge near the East Fork

of the Foss River, where the two bounding faults join. Exposures of

Easton Schist are part of a north - northwest trending belt of pre-

Tertiary phyllite, greenschist, and blueschist that extends north-

northwest to the Skykomish area of Yeats (1958) and south-southeast

to the Cascade crest and beyond (Ellis, 1959; Foster, 1957). Rocks

of the Easton Schist may correlate (cf. Yeats, 1977) with rocks of

the Shuksan Metamorphic Suite of Misch (1966). The age of the

parent rocks is unknown, but the age of Shuksan metamorphism may

be Permo-Triassic 1966) or younger according to unpub-

lished radiometric work by Armstrong (P. Misch, personal commun.,

1978).

Graphitic Phyllite

The Easton Schist of the Tonga Ridge horst is dominated by

graphitic phyllite consisting of an aggregate of finely crystalline
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quartz, albite, graphite, chlorite, sericite, epidote, and iron oxide.

Minor crenulations, folds, and faults are common. Coarser grains

of quartz occur in exudation bands parallel to an older foliation (S1)

that has been locally superseded by a younger, more dominant S2

foliation. A set of fractures cross-cuts the major (S2) foliation at

large angles, normally 50 to 70 degrees.

Original clastic textures are in some cases evident in the

Easton Schist, e.g., JM-78-17, a metamorphosed graywacke to

pebble conglomerate containing relict sedimentary clasts that have

been elongated parallel to schistosity.

The first stage of metamorphism resulted in metamorphic

differentiation, producing leucocratic bands of quartz that are

coarsely crystalline compared to quartz in the body of the rock.

This segregation of leucocratic material in bands is the only evidence

of an older (S1) foliation that has been superseded by the dominant

(S2) foliation. S2 normally intersects S1 at angles of 30 to 40 degrees.

The dominant foliation, S2, can be described in more detail.

Synkinematic metamorphism accompanied the first stage of S2, caus-

ing further recrystallization of matrix material to graphite, quartz,

sericite, and chlorite. Alignment of platy minerals produced schis-

tosity, with early formed flakes of these minerals bending around

larger clastic grains to give the rock a characteristic corrugated

appearance in thin section (fig. 4). Recrystallization of clastic grains
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0.5 . mm.

Fig. 4. Corrugated appearance of graphitic phyllite in thin section
at JM-78-15; dark bands are aligned platy minerals and
recrystallized matrix material that bends around clastic
grains, e.g., quartz (Q). Elongation is subparallel to S,

4,

(dominant foliation) described in text.
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produced rounding and elongation of quartz grains without cataclastic

effects, further alignment of chlorite and sericite flakes, and albitiza-

tion of plagioclase as described by Yeats (1958) for the Tonga phyllite.

Increasing elongation of the clastic grains occurred during meta-

morphic differentiation, ultimately localizing quartz in recrystallized

pods and veins. With the most advanced stages of deformation, the

original clastic texture is seen only as thin graphitic films around

the deformed clastic grains.

A stage of deformation that post-dates the metamorphic history

of the phyllite is marked by fractures that cut across the dominant

foliation. These fractures are marked by quartz segregation veins,

iron oxides, and minor offsets of older segregation bands. The

fractures that cut across foliation in my samples are not of the

magnitude of the advanced stages of shearing and folding described

by Yeats (1958, p. 49) that produced chevron folds in phyllite south

of the Rapid River. The late-stage episode of mechanical deforma-

tion for Tonga Ridge phyllites and those near the Rapid River may

be synchronous, however. The late-stage deformation episode may

also pre-date faulting along boundary faults of the Tonga Ridge

horst.

Easton Schist may occur east of the Evergreen fault near

Carroll Creek (northeast of Tonga Ridge) at JM-78-3. This sample
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is a highly graphitic schist or phyllite, exhibiting statically-formed

chlorite, sericite, and biotite and rare synkinematic chlorite and

biotite in equilibrium, that may compare with.Easton Schist occurring

approximately 10 km. to the north on Johnson Ridge; described by

Yeats (1958, p. 50). JM-78-3 shows an S1 foliation marked by micro-

crystalline quartz lenses, superseded by the dominant foliation, S2.

A set of fractures indicative of a post-metamorphic deformational

episode appear in thin section and in outcrop (Fig. 5).

Greenschist and Greenstone

Intercalations of greenschist and greenstone occur on Tonga

Ridge, very limited in outcrop compared to the graphitic phyllite.

Foliated greenschist occurs on the southwest side of Tonga Ridge,

near the contact between graphitic phyllite and the Swauk unit.

A sample taken south of Burn Creek, JM-78-16, has undergone

weak metamorphism and hydrothermal alteration but retains the

altered diabasic or ophitic texture of an igneous rock. This rock

contains directionless andesine, quartz, tremolite-actinolite, chlorite,

epidote, and stilpnomelane. Originally of basic volcanic lithology,

this rock was probably regionally metamorphosed in low greenschist

facies (weak synkinematic amphibole growth) and subsequently altered

hydrothermally; as indicated by the presence of stilpnomelane localized

along fractures. JM-78-16 may also be an altered Tertiary dike.
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Fig. 5. Diagrammatic sketch at JM-78-3, facing east. S-plane
is cross-cut by fractures, marked by quartz and calcite.
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Discussion: Comparison of Pre-Tertiary
Metamorphic Basement Lithologies

Previous to this study, the N 05°W-trending Evergreen fault

of Yeats (1958) was thought to divide Chiwaukum Schist east of the

fault from Easton Schist west of the fault. Rocks to the east of the

Evergreen fault in the area of study include highly graphitic chlorite-

to biotite-bearing schist, biotite-quartz schist with a strong kine-

matic phase of biotite growth, garnet-biotite schist, actinolitic

hornblende-bearing epidote amphibolite, and minor greenstone.

Rocks to the west of the Evergreen fault in the thesis area include

graphitic phyllite, metagraywacke to metaconglomerate, green-

schist, and greenstone.

The Chiwaukum Schist and Easton Schist were derived largely

from pelitic sediments and both are characterized by intercalations

of metavolcanic rocks, however, the Chiwaukum Schist exhibits

significantly higher grades of regional metamorphism than does the

Easton Schist. Easton graphitic schist is shown to occur east of

the Evergreen fault at JM-78-3. Abrupt grade changes occur rela-

tive to JM-78-3 manifested by epidote amphibolite facies rock to the

immediate northwest at JM-78-2 and isoclinally folded garnet-

biotite schist to the northeast at JM-78-1, both believed to be

Chiwaukum Schist. The relationship between the Chiwaukum

Schist and the Easton Schist in the area of study may be described
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by the following:

(1) The contact between Chiwaukum Schist and Easton Schist occurs

up to 1.5 km. east of the Evergreen fault on the north side of

Tonga Ridge. Contrast between metamorphic basement rocks

appears too great to be gradational, therefore a fault probably

juxtaposes Chiwaukum. Schist and Easton Schist, unconformably

overlain by the Swauk Formation. The contact appears to be

a tectonic intercalation of Easton Schist and Chiwaukum Schist

between JM-78-1 and JM-78-2 on the north side of Tonga Ridge.

(2) The units described separately as Chiwaukum Schist and Easton

Schist in this study may be part of the same metamorphic

basement terrane, with Barrovian metamorphic zones tele-

scoped by faulting in the vicinity of Tonga Ridge.
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III. INTRUSIVE ROCKS OF THE MOUNT STUART
BLOCK AND TONGA RIDGE

Intrusive rocks of the Mount Stuart batholith border the Foss

River-Deception Creek area on the eastern and northeastern side.

The Beck ler Peak stock occurs on the northern part of Tonga Ridge

and is considered to be part of the Mount Stuart intrusion. An ultra-

mafic body believed in this study to be a small outlier of the Ingalls

mafic-ultramafic Complex occurs farther north in the Mount Stuart

block than was previously mapped; it is described in a separate sec-

tion from that describing members of the composite Mount Stuart

batholith.

Ingalls Complex

Altered peridotite or dunite crops out in a small area in the

southeast corner of the thesis area. I suggest that it is part of the

Ingalls Complex of Frost (1973), a large mass of ultramafic and

mafic intrusive rocks that borders the Mount Stuart batholith on the

southwest, south, and southeast (Smith, 1904; Pratt, 1958; Southwick,

1962, 1974; Frost, 1973, 1975; Miller, 1975, 1977). Southwick (1974,

p. 391) reported a U-Pb Late Jurassic age of zircon from gabbro in

the Ingalls Complex. Rocks of the Ingalls Complex are thrust over

the Chiwaukum Schist; thrust faulting took place prior to emplacement

of the Mount Stuart batholith (Miller, 1977). The Ingalls Complex and
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the Chiwaukum Schist are both intruded by the Mount Stuart batholith

in my area of study and are not in direct contact.

One sample examined in this study, JM-78-30, is believed to

be Ingalls peridotite or dunite now extensively altered such that the

original texture is obscured. Olivine is the dominant mineral in

this sample. Other minerals are spinel, magnetite, serpentine,

tremolite, talc, and calcite. An "alligator skin" texture comparable

to that described by Plummer (1969, p. 41-42) is pervasive in this

rock, with granules of original minerals, e, g., olivine and spinel,

occurring in a network of stringers of serpentine and talc.

My correlation of JM-78-30 and the Ingalls Complex is consis-

tent with extrapolation to the west of the thrust fault between Ingalls

Complex and Chiwaukum Schist mapped by R. Miller (1979, in prep. ).

Mount Stuart Batholith and Beck ler Peak Stock

General Statement

The Mount Stuart batholith is a composite calc-alkaline pluton

containing rocks ranging in composition from gabbro to granite

(Erikson, 1977). Tonalite and granodiorite predominate in the Foss

River-Deception Creek area. Potassium-argon ages from biotite-

hornblende pairs indicate that the batholith crystallized 88±5 m. y.

ago (Engels and Crowder, 1971). The Beck ler Peak stock is
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considered a satellite stock of the Mount Stuart batholith with a

Rb-Sr age of 94.2±16 m, y. (Yeats and McLaughlin, 1969; Engels and

Crowder, 1971). A group of apatite fission-track ages for the Mount

Stuart batholith of 55±6 m. y. is considered to reflect Eocene uplift

and subsequent uproofing of the batholith (Erikson, 1976). Apatite

fission-track ages from rocks along the western border of the batho-

lith range from 28 to 19 m, y. ; these may indicate the age of emplace-

ment of diorite stocks and dikes and the Snaqualmie batholith a short

distance to the west (Erikson, 1976).

This study focused on:

(1) boundary conditions that accompanied uplift and structural

adjustment of the Mount Stuart batholith;

(2) the role of the Mount Stuart intrusive body as a supplier of

clasts and granitic material to the adjacent Swauk Formation;

(3) compositions of rock types that are questionably cogenetic with

the batholithic rocks, i. e. , the altered mafic or ultramafic

material.

A petrologic study of the Mount Stuart batholith was published

_ by Erikson (1977) summarizing his and earlier work. My primary

interest in the Mount Stuart intrusion was to map the western margin

of the batholith between Deception Pass and the Stevens Pass highway,

describe the relationship between the intrusive rocks and older
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basement rocks, and establish the nature of the contact between the

rocks of the Mount Stuart block and the Swauk Formation to the west.

The Mount Stuart batholith was not sampled in detail in my study. I

examined mafic and altered phases of the batholith as well as several

samples from the tonalite-granodiorite phase that is most abundant

in the thesis area.

Litho logy

Altered diorite (hornfels) or altered ultramafic rock. Altered

diorite or altered ultramafic material occurs in a group of outcrops

northeast of Deception Pass. These rocks consist of up to 75% green

hornblende and an interstitial groundmass dominated by quartz and

plagioclase (oligoclase to andesine). Accessory minerals are magne-

tite, sphene, chlorite, and clay. Hornblende ranges from coarse

blocky crystals normally occurring in clusters (glomeroblasts) to

fine-grained directionless needles that are incorporated in the leuco-

cratic interstitial material (fig. 6).

Similar altered rocks were described by Plummer (1969) who

suggested that they were derived by hydrothermal alteration of an

early phase of the batholith coincident with emplacement of a later

phase of the Mount Stuart intrusion. Alternatively, alteration may

have been the result of much earlier, pre-Mount Stuart igneous ac-

tivity. Plummer noted that either alteration of a mafic rock such as
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Fig. 6. Altered mafic or ultramafic rock at JM-78-8; glomeroblasts
of hornblende (H) in a finely-crystalline groundmass (G) of
quartz, andesine, hornblende, and magnetite. Above:
crossed nicols, below: plane light.
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diorite or alteration of an ultramafic rock by addition of leucocratic

material could produce "altered diorite."

Erikson (1977) described a rock comparable in mineralogy to

the altered mafic-ultramafic rock of my thesis area as an ultramafic

phase of the Mount Stuart batholith. Erikson was undecided about the

age of the ultramafic rock relative to the main phase of the Mount

Stuart intrusion, and he suggested that the altered material might be

due to a local enrichment in hornblende from residual liquids of the

Mount Stuart intrusion. Samples of altered diorite from my thesis

area contain more leucocratic material than a sample representative

of group 2 of Erikson (1977, p. 188-189).

The altered igneous rock in the area of study essentially sur-

rounds the body of ultramafic rock described as an outlier of the

Ingalls Complex. I have not determined whether there is a genetic

relationship between the altered material and the Ingalls Complex.

Hornfels is a descriptive term applied to the altered material because

of the decussate texture seen in thin section.

Contact relationships with unaltered rocks of the Mount Stuart

batholith together with the hornfelsic texture suggest that the altered

material was an early phase of the Mount Stuart intrusive body, con-

tact metamorphosed by the main phase (tonalite to granodiorite) of

the Mount Stuart body. Directionless amphibole growth probably

initiated by this thermal event complemented the magmatic hornblende
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already present in the mafic or ultramafic parent. The possibility

of alteration of ultramafic rocks by addition of leucocratic material

(cf. Plummer 1969, p. 35) is consistent with a mechanism of pene-

contemporaneous thermal metamorphism associated with emplace-

ment of the main phase of the Mount Stuart intrusion. The altered

igneous rock of the area of study shows no evidence of synkinematic

crystal growth seen in the Chiwaukum Schist, therefore the source

rocks of the altered mafic or ultramafic rocks are presumed to have

been emplaced at a later time than the regional metamorphism of

the schist.

In summary, I suggest the following alternatives:

(1) an early mafic phase of the Mount Stuart composite intrusion

was hydrothermally metamorphosed by a later phase of the

batholith, causing directionless amphibole growth and a horn-

felsic texture;

(2) ultramafic rocks, possibly emplaced as part of the Ingalls

Complex, were hydrothermally altered during emplacement

of the Mount Stuart intrusion, causing hornblende enrichment

and addition of leucocratic material. This would appear to be

consistent with relationships seen in the field; the altered

igneous rock could be a contact aureole in ultramafic rocks

intruded by the Mount Stuart batholith.
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Granodiorite-tonalite-mafic tonalite. The Mount Stuart intru-

sion has been sampled only to establish a concordance with petrologic

data presented by previous investigators (summarized by Erikson,

1977). Most of the rocks of the Mount Stuart batholith that crop out

in the Foss River-Deception Creek area are either tonalite or g rano-

diorite, which I have included as a single unit on my geologic map.

Samples stained with sodium cobaltinitrite for potassium feldspar and

an amaranth dye solution for plagioclase show plagioclase to potassium

feldspar ratios of 4:1 (JM-78-35, from the northwest corner of the

thesis area near Deception Falls) and 17:1 (JM-78-39, from the

Deception Creek drainage west of Surprise Mountain). These ratios

fall on both sides of the 9:1 boundary between granodiorite and tonalite

in the classification of Nockolds and others (1978, p. 12).

Rocks of the Mount Stuart batholith are medium- to coarse-

grained massive granitic rocks that are essentially unmetamorphosed.

Foliation, rarely present, is more easily recognized from a distance

of several meters than close to the outcrop. Foliation orientations

shown on the eastern part of my map are based on aligned platy min-

erals and may indicate flow structure.

Major minerals of the Mount Stuart granodiorite-tonalite are

quartz (25-35%), alkali feldspar (5-15%, dominantly orthoclase with

subordinate microcline), andesine (50-60%), biotite (8-12%), and

hornblende (5-10%). Accessory minerals are apatite, sphene,
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magnetite, and hematite; alteration minerals include chlorite and

kaolinite. Plagioclase commonly exhibits oscillatory zoning with

a mean composition in the andesine range, but the anorthite content

of zoned plagioclase varies considerably, e. g., a maximum range

of composition in a single crystal of An
5 4

to An20
observed by

Plummer (1969, p. 22).

Mafic tonalite occurs locally on the eastern part of the Tonga

Ridge road at JM- 78 -38. This rock is enriched in biotite and horn-

blende at the expense of the leucocratic minerals in the dominant

phase of the Mount Stuart intrusion. Clots or cognate xenoliths of

mafic tonalite are common in the granitic rocks of the area of study.

The Beckler Peak stock is treated as a satellite stock of the

Mount Stuart batholith based on composition, radiometric ages,

and relationships with older rocks. I have not examined samples of

the Beckler Peak stock but I use the emplacement of the Beckler

Peak stock in structural interpretations.
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IV. SWAUK FORMATION

Distribution, Age, and Thickness

The Swauk Formation of Smith (1903) covers a large part of the

Foss River-Deception Creek area from Tonga Ridge and the Foss

River valley on the west to the Mount Stuart uplift on the east. Rocks

of the Swauk Formation extend north-northwest in a discontinuous

belt from Tonga Ridge to the Stillaguamish River and south-southeast

to the area between Mount Stuart and the Yakima River. Swauk sedi-

mentary rocks extend to the immediate north of my thesis area in the

Skykomish area of Yeats (1958) and discontinuously south to the Dutch

Miller Gap area of Ellis (1959).

The Swauk Formation (restricted) of Smith (1903) consists of

fluviatile conglomerate, arkosic to lithic feldspathic sandstone, and

minor interbeds of siltstone in my area of study. The exact age of the

Swauk Formation is unclear. Dating of fossil flora in the Swauk has

resulted in an age range from latest Cretaceous to early Eocene. An

early Eocene age was reported by Smith (1916) for fossil leaves col-

lected in the Swauk Formation near the area of study. Recent paly-

nologic data presented by Newman (1977) gives the Swauk an early

Eocene age. Leo J. Hickey of the National Museum of Natural History

examined three of my Swauk samples and recognized plant stems,

comminuted plant material, and a possible dicot leaf, but he could
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draw no definite age conclusions. Hickey also suggested that the

generic names of plants reported by C. A. Duror in Smith (1916) are

probably incorrect and do nothing to pinpoint the age of the Swauk.

Southeast of the study area the upper Swauk is interbedded with the

Silver Pass Volcanics which are fission track dated at AI 51 m. y. by

Vance and Naeser (1977), A mafic tuff interbed in the Swauk, also

believed to be part of the Silver Pass Volcanics, was dated at 49+5

m, y. by Frizzell and Tabor (1977). Swauk conglomerate of the Foss

River-Deception Creek area contains granitic clasts from the Mount

Stuart batholith (inclusive of the Beckler Peak stock), which was un-

roofed 50-55 m. y. ago according to fission track dates of apatite

from the batholith (Erikson and Williams, 1976).

In the study area, the Swauk Formation lies unconformably on

pre-Tertiary basement and consists of a thick sequence of sedimen-

tary :',ocks that has undergone gentle regional folding subsequent to

deposition (fig, 7), The beds are low dipping to the south and south-

west throughout most of the thesis area (fig. 8), but have local varia-

tions. The great thickness of Swauk Formation in the area of study

may be a result of rapid deposition in a downdropped terrain relative

to source areas. Along a north-south cross section, attitudes were

projected down-dip to determine a composite thickness of over 4,300

meters (14, 000 feet) for the Swauk Formation (fig. 9), with no evi-

dence of repetition of strata by faulting, Sedimentary structures



Fig. 7 . Folding in the Swauk Formation along a north-south synclinal
axis, plunging gently to the south. Photograph is taken fac-
ing S 30°W from ridge 0.5 km. east of June and Mary Lakes.

Fig. 8. Swauk beds dipping
20-30 degrees to the
south. Photograph
taken facing N 80°W
from the summit of
Terrace Mountain.
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displayed by the Swauk, i. e., cut-and-fill, cross-bedding, and graded

bedding (with the exception of local reverse graded bedding) indicate

that Swauk beds were not overturned.

Swauk sedimentary rocks occur as erosional remnants that

overlie the Easton Schist unconformably on the ridge south of Burn

Creek (southern part of Tonga Ridge horst).

Petrology

The Swauk Formation comprises texturally and compositionally

submature (classification of Folk, 1951) sedimentary rocks that range

in particle size from boulder conglomerate to arkosic sandstone or

siltstone. Bedding is normally massive in the poorly sorted strata

of the Swauk, and attitudes are commonly recognized by conglomerate

interbeds in coarse-grained sandstone or grit, sandstone interbeds in

pebble to cobble conglomerate, or elongate lithic fragments and micas

with preferred orientation. Pebble to boulder conglomerate is the

dominant lithology in the northern part and to a lesser extent along

the easter margin of the Swauk terrain in the area of study (fig. 10).

The major clastic components of the Swauk are:

(1) quartz, normally 35-45%, which commonly exhibits undulatory

extinction. Polycrystalline quartz aggregates are included in

this category if they lack metamorphic foliation. Metamorphic

quartzite and chert are treated as lithic fragments;
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Fig. 10. Polymictic conglomerate of the Swauk Formation
approximately 1 km. southwest of JM-78-18 exposed
along the eastern portion of the Tonga Ridge road.
Dominant clasts are hornblende granodiorite (G),
phyllite (P), laminated siltstone to silty sandstone
(S), quartzite(Q), and a metasedimentary rock (M).

S.

40
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(2) plagioclase feldspar, normally 30-45%, ranging from albite to

andesine. Plagioclase compositions were determined by the

extinction positions of combined Carlsbad-albite twins or the

Michel- Levy method. Plagioclase rarely exhibits oscillatory

zoning similar to that described in rocks of the Mount Stuart

batholith. Plagioclase feldspar is commonly altered to sericite

or kaolinite;

(3) alkali feldspar, 10% or less, dominantly orthoclase with micro-

cline also present, commonly altered to kaolinite;

(4) micas, normally 6-10%, dominantly biotite with subordinate

muscovite. Flakes of mica commonly are bent, kinked, frac-

tured or frayed and commonly altered to chlorite;

(5) hornblende, 0-3%, l.cally present as corroded grains;

(6) accessories, trace, most common are zircon, apatite, and

sphene;

(7) lithic fragments, normally 5-15%, including phyllite, graphitic

schist, quartzite, and other metamorphic lithologies, granitic

material, chert, volcanics, and laminated siltstone to silty

sandstone. Lithic fragments compose over 80% of the clasts

of some metamorphic- rich pebble conglomerates in the Swauk;

(8) matrix, normally 5-10%, that consists of fine-grained quartz,

feldspar, organic material, and minor clay. Cements are

silica (quartz overgrowths), local calcite and zeolite.
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Provenance

Some of the sample localities for the Swauk Formation are

plotted on figure 11, showing the relative distribution of quartz,

feldspar, and lithic fragments. The compositionally immature na-

ture of Swauk sedimentary rocks limits the usefulness of this data,

however, some inferences can be drawn regarding source terrains

for these sediments.

The result of erosion of metamorphic basement material is

evident throughout the Swauk Formation in this area Lithic compo-

nents are dominated by graphitic phyllite to highly graphitic schist.

Higher grade metamorphic material of the Chiwaukum Schist that

crops out in the Mount Stuart block to the east is essentially absent

as a lithic component of the Swauk in the area of study. Source areas

for metamorphic clasts appear to be largely to the north or northwest.

Clasts of metapelites resemble basement rocks correlated with

Easton Schist east of the Evergreen fault in the Carroll Creek drain-

age, and west of the fault extending northward from the Tonga Ridge

horst.

The imprint of a granitic source terrain is quite marked in the

SwaukFormation in my area of study. The occurrence of crthoclase

and microcline (up to 10% total alkali feldspar) and oscillatorily zoned

plagioclase reflect the composition of the Mount Stuart batholith,
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Fig. ll. Relative quartz (Q), feldspar (F), and lithic components
(L), plagioclase to alkali feldspar ratios (P:A), and break-
down of lithic components in selected Swauk samples.
Samples are located at the center of each QFL triangular
diagram on the simplified geologic map (see Appendix I
for exact sample locations). Data were based on 500 point
counts per thin section.

MAP SYMBOLS:

ep = Easton Schist (phyllite dominant)
ms = Chiwaukum Schist
Kg = Mount Stuart intrusion
Tsc = Swauk Formation: conglomerate dominant
Tss = Swauk Formation: sandstone dominant
Tv = Mount Daniel Volcanics
Tsq = Snoqualmie batholith
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Total feldspar makes up more than half of Swauk samples such as

JM-78-29 or JM-78-37. Plagioclase:alkali feldspar ratios were

determined for representative samples in the Swauk (fig. 10); these

ratios proved to be of little use in determining the source of influx

of granitic material. The Swauk Formation also contains biotite,

hornblende, and granitic clasts that appear to have been derived

from the Mount Stuart batholith or its satellite, the Beck ler Peak

stock.

Lithic fragments include laminated siltstone to silty sandstone,

quartzite, chert, and volcanic rocks. Some of the siltstone may be

from the older Swauk sequence, recycled during Swauk sedimentation.

Metamorphic quartzite may be in part derived from recrystallized

veins in metamorphic basement rocks. Chert and volcanic fragments

(largely altered basic to andesitic rocks) are probably derived from

sources to the northwest of the thesis area (Robert Yeats, personal

commun., 1979).

No thin sections were made of Swauk lithologies occurring west

of the Evergreen and Tonga Ridge faults to be plotted on figure 10.

These rocks were described in hand specimen as pebble conglomerate

to lithic feldspathic sandstone dominated by phyllite clasts. Samples

plotted in the conglomerate-dominant area (northern end eastern parts

of Swauk terrane) are pebble conglomerate (JM-78-6, JM-78-7) or

interbeds of sandstone to grit in conglomerate (JM-78-37).
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Depositional Model of the Swauk Formation

It was previously surmised that the Swauk Formation was de-

posited on a west-facing floodplain (cf. Yeats, 1977). A different

model is derived from my data on the Swauk Formation, involving

source areas to the north and northwest and possibly to the west or

southwest that contributed the dominant amount of detritus to the

Swauk sedimentary sequence. Because of the great thickness, lack

of lateral continuity, and composition of the Swauk Formation, it has

been considered to be a fanglomerate. Testing this assumption and

reconstructing an environment of deposition for the Swauk Formation

were of interest in this study.

In general, Swauk sedimentary rocks are finer grained up-

section and south to southwest away from the basal unconformity to

the north and to a lesser extent away from the contact with the Mount

Stuart uplift to the east. The Swauk sedimentary sequence was folded

subsequent to deposition, and dips of Swauk beds are not considered

to be primary.

Alluvial fans are formed from an abrupt change in slope leading

to deposition and intermittent stream action (Reineck and Singh, 1973)

producing poorly sorted, immature, coarse-grained deposits. The

slope of a fan deposit ranges from a few feet to a few hundred feet-per

mile, generally less than ten degrees (Fisher and Brown, 1972).
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Swauk beds bordering the Mount Stuart uplift have a much higher dip

than the projected angle of repose for alluvial fan deposits. Swauk

beds dipping 40, 41, 44, and 46 degrees west-southwest occur within

a 2 km. range of the Mount Stuart batholith near Deception Pass.

Dips of 35, 36, 44, and 48 degrees south-southwest to south-southeast

occur in the Swauk Formation within 1 km. of schistose and granitic

basement of the Mount Stuart uplift in the northeast part of the thesis

area.

I suggest that Swauk beds near the margin of the Mount Stuart

batholith were upwarped subsequent to Swauk deposition. The contact

between the Swauk Formation and basement rocks of the Mount Stuart

uplift from Deception Pass to the Tye River is relatively straight and

demonstrates a very high (70-80 degree) southwesterly dip from a

three-point dip solution in the Sawyer Creek drainage. Minor fractur-

ing with slickensides and weathering occurs along the contact, best

exposed north of Sawyer Creek. The steep dip of Swauk beds, straight

trace on the map indicating a high-angle contact, and minor fracturing

and alteration suggest structural adjustment by normal faulting caused

by uplift of the Mount Stuart block.

Alluvial fans are best developed in arid to semi-arid and sub-

arctic regions (Reineck and Singh, 1973) but are not confined to these

climates. Blissenbach (1954) suggested a correlation between the

aridity of climate and type of deposition on alluvial fans, associating
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mudflow dominant deposits with arid conditions and streamflow-

dominant deposits with wetter climates. The nature of Swauk sedi-

mentary rocks in the area of study, i.e., fluviatile conglomerate and

feldspathic sandstone, and the presence of coal interbeds and mega-

flora diagnostic of wet climates (cf. Smith, 1916) suggest that the

Swauk was deposited by a series of anastomosing stream channels

(as opposed to a mudflow-dominant system).

Braided stream systems are often found on alluvial fans at the

edges of mountains where there are high regional slopes and abundant

sediment supplies (Selley, 1978). The Swauk Formation of my area

of study exhibits characteristics of braided stream deposits described

by Smith (1970) in the north-central Appalachians. These features

include:

(1) thin sedimentary units that represent variable flow regimes.

Thin interbeds of pebble conglomerate in coarse-grained

sandstone and thin-bedded sequences of finer grained material

locally showing both normal and reverse graded bedding are

present in the Swauk. The Swauk also contains isolated lenses

of mudstone to siltstone high in the stratigraphic section. Thin

lenticular shale or mudstone represents short periods of quiet

deposition in cut-off anabranches of streams, bar tops during

low water, or overbank areas of braided streams (Smith, 1970);

(2) abundant intraclasts resulting from variable discharge of
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streams. Metamorphic, igneous, and sedimentary lithic

fragments are ubiquitous in the Swauk sedimentary rocks of

the area of study. These clasts appear to be rip-ups of local

and regional basement material and fragments of reworked

Swauk sediments;

(3) evidence of cut-and-fill from a pattern of shifting stream chan-

nels. Stratified rocks of the Swauk Formation locally show

truncation of underlying beds (fig. 12) or beds becomins asymp-

totic (convergent) upward (fig. 13);

(4) downslope increase in planar cross stratification relative to

horizontal stratification and decreased bed relief indices. This

pattern, incipient in the Swauk, is not well developed. The

more distal parts of the Swauk (from projected source areas)

show a general decrease in bed relief and cross stratification

is rarely seen on a small scale.

The Swauk Formation of my area of study compares favorably

in thickness, lateral continuity, clast sizes and sorting, sedimentary

structures and bed geometry, and predicted depositional modeling with

other syntectonic fanglomerates, e. g.;

(1) the Upper Carboniferous Curavacus and Los Cintos conglomer-

ates of the Cantabrian Mountains of northern Spain (Reading,

1970);

(2) the Upper Cretaceous to Paleocene Beaverhead and Monida
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Fig. 12. Diagrammatic sketch of channel fill in Swauk Formation
with truncation of underlying beds.

Fig. 13. Channel fill with beds becoming asymptotic (convergent)
upward; no truncation of underlying beds.
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Formations of southwest Montana (Wilson, 1970);

(3) Tertiary sedimentaery rocks of the Chumstick Formation in the

Chiwaukum Graben of central Washington (Whetten, 1976, 1977;

Gresens and others, 1977).

Conclusion

. Deposition of the Swauk Formation in the area of study appears

to have been influenced by uplift of the Mount Stuart batholith because

of the large amount of granitic detritus in the Swauk and the belt of

conglomerate dominant basal Swauk adjacent to the Mount Stuart

block. Areas to the east, however, do not appear to have made a

substantial contribution to Swauk sediments; if eastern source areas

contributed granitic material, there should be associated clasts of

Chiwaukum Schist in the Swauk Formation.

Clasts resembling Easton schistose basement predominate in

the Swauk Formation of my area. The Tonga Ridge horst and source

terranes of similar lithology west of the Evergreen fault appear to

have supplied detritus to the Swauk Formation contemporaneous with

Evergreen faulting. Uplift of the Tonga Ridge horst continued after

Swauk deposition because of truncation of Swauk strata by the horst

and the occurrence of remnants of Swauk Formation overlying Easton

Schist unconformably on the horst south of Burn Creek. Source
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terranes for Swauk sediments were probably north to northwest,

and possibly west of Tonga Ridge.
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V. MOUNT DANIEL VOLCANICS

Areal Distribution

The Mount Daniel volcanic body occurs along the southeastern

edge of the Foss River-Deception Creek area in the areas around

Deception Pass and Marmot Lake, and the ridge south of Terrace

Mountain. The series of tuff-breccias, lava and breccia flows, and

porphyritic dikes and sills that makes up the Mount Daniel volcanic

body extends 17-18 km. to the southeast in the area mapped by Ellis

(1959). The largely andesitic rocks of the Mount Daniel volcanic

body were first included by Smith and Calkins (1906) in their

Keechelus Andesitic Series. Pratt (1954) and Ellis (1959) continued

to use the name Keechelus to describe andesitic rocks of the Mount

Daniel volcanic body. The Keechelus Volcanic Group of Hammond

(1963) is a redefined succession of five separate members ranging

in age from late Eocene to early Oligocene used in the volcanic

stratigraphy of Hammond in the central Cascades. Because of the

lack of a clear correlation between the volcanic rocks of my area

and the Keechelus (redefined) of Hammond, I have chosen to refer to

this unit as the Mount Daniel volcanic body, after the highest peak

included in the unit (fig. 14). The age of the Mount Daniel volcanic

body is assumed to be late Eocene or Oligocene.



Fig. 14. Mount Daniel, 7899 feet (1.'2,400 meters) elevation,
viewed facing south from the summit of Terrace
Mountain.

Lithology

General Statement

54

Rocks of the Mount Daniel volcanic body in my area are gener-

ally andesitic in composition and occur as porphyritic rocks, a basal

breccia, and pyroclastic breccias and flow rocks.
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Porphyritic Rocks

Porphyritic green dacite to quartz-bearing andesite occurs as

dikes and sills less than one meter to tens of meters wide, intruding

the Swauk Formation. These rocks have undergone extensive deu-

teric alteration that does not affect the Swauk sedimentary rocks

(cf. Ellis, 1959). An example of this lithology, JM-78-27, contains

up to 10% phenocrysts of labradorite (An58-66) which commonly ex-

hibit oscillatory or patchy zoning and completely altered mafic

(augite?) pseudomorphs in a matrix of less calcic plagioclase

(#.0 An 48-52), quartz, magnetite, and green aphanitic material. Al-

teration minerals include large amounts of calcite, forming pseudo-

morphs of relict phenocrysts, chlorite, and fine-grained smectite

or clay.

The largest complex of dikes occurs in the Deception Pass area,

but dikes are best exposed on ridges, e.g., north of Marmot Lake,

where JM-78-27 was collected.

Basal Breccia

A distinctive basal breccia occurs southeast of Terrace Lakes,

near Deception Pass, and near Jade Lake, The breccia is character-

ized by angular clasts of bedded arkosic sandstone and siltstone of the

Swauk Formation, and green andesite in a green aphanitic matrix.

Swauk clasts are as large as 0.5 meter in diameter.
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Ellis (1959) described a similar group of rocks, which he

believed were the result of either mudflow or talus deposits, on

the high-relief erosional surface of the Swauk Formation. The clasts

in the breccias of my area are dominantly matrix-supported, a charac-

teristic of mudflow deposits. Base-surge deposits could include dis-

lodged, fragments of Swauk sedimentary rocks, but no evidence of

turbulent flow was observed in the matrix of the basal breccia.

Pyroclastic Rocks

Pyroclastic rocks are the predominant constituent of the Mount

Daniel volcanic body in my area of study. These rocks include

massive breccias that normally contain clasts in the size range of

1 mm. to 1 cm. in diameter. Fragments include altered plagioclase

crystals, aphanitic volcanic lithologies, and quartz. The pyroclastic

rocks are extensively altered to epidote, chlorite, calcite, and fine-

grained smectite or clay.

Banded flow texture occurs in JM-78-28, implying ash-flow

deposition, but bedded volcanic rocks are very rare in my area of

study. Eutaxitic texture was observed in JM-78-34, seen as flattened

vesicles or pods encrusted with small epidote crystals. Bedding is

very difficult to detect in most outcrops of the pyroclastic rocks in

my area of study.
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Contact Relationships and Structure

Throughout the area of study, the Mount Daniel volcanics rest

unconformably upon the Swauk Formation, as described by Ellis (1959)

and in contradiction with the interpretation of Pratt (1954), who de-

scribed interbeds of volcanic material in the Swauk Formation near

Deception Pass. The Mount Daniel volcanic body may include some

Silver Pass Volcanics of Foster (1960). A mafic tuff interbed in the

Swauk Formation in the type area of the Swauk, south of my area of

study, is radiometrically dated at 49±5 m. y. and is believed to be

Silver Pass (Frizzell and Tabor, 1977).

The unconformable contact between the Swauk Formation and

the Mount Daniel volcanics is difficult to map in the area of study.

The volcanics rest on a Swauk erosional surface of strong relief,

therefore buried hills of Swauk are common (cf. Ellis, 1959). Fault-

ing was detected on the ridge north of Marmot Lake and areas north-

west of Jade Lake but sufficient criteria were not established in this

study to map these inferred faults. Dikes are common in the Swauk

Formation, especially near Deception Pass and at Marmot Lake.

The angular unconformity between the Swauk Formation and the over-

lying Mount Daniel volcanic series was recognized by:

(1) exposures of low dipping (6-8 degrees) bedded volcanic rocks

that overlie Swauk strata which regionally dip 20-80 degrees
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southwest to west-southwest;

(2) the presence of a distinct basal breccia of the Mount Daniel

volcanic series, characterized by large angular blocks of

Swauk lithologies as described by Ellis (1959). This basal

unit is seen primarily in areas south of Terrace Lakes and

near No Name Lake.
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VI. SNOQUALMIE BA THOLITH

General Statement

The Snoqualmie batholith, originally the Snoqualmie Granodiorite

of Smith and Calkins (1906), intrudes the Swauk Formation and the

Mount Daniel volcanic body in the southern part of the thesis area.

The Snoqualmie batholith is a huge composite batholith that extends

approximately 80 km. north-south in the central Cascades and covers

over 1000 km. 2. The batholith is dominantly granodioritic in compo-

sition. A petrologic study of the part of the Snoqualmie batholith

bordering the Foss River-Deception Creek area was made by Erikson

(1965, 1969), and I refer to his designation of comagmatic intrusive

units to classify my samples. Erikson (1969) described a minimum

of eight intrusive phases of the Snoqualmie composite intrusion, em-

placed sequentially in a mafic to silicic order. The Snoqualmie batho-

lith was dated radiometrically as middle Miocene (Curtis and others,

1961; Baadsgaard and others, 1961).

I sampled the Snoqualmie batholith south of the contact of the

intrusion with the Swauk Formation in the East Fork of the Foss River

drainage (JM-78-33) and near Jade Lake (JM-78-32). Both samples

are hornblende-bearing granodiorite which compare mineralogically

with the main-phase intrusion of Erikson (1965). The major minerals

in these rocks are plagioclase which commonly exhibits oscillatory
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zoning, alkali feldspar, quartz, hornblende, and biotite. The mafic

minerals have undergone alteration to epidote, chlorite, and calcite

in the Jade Lake sample (JM-78-32).
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VII. STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

Evergreen-Straight Creek Fault System

General Statement

The N 05°W-trending Evergreen fault of Yeats (1958) extends

from the east side of the Beck ler River south across the Stevens Pass

highway and Tonga Ridge to the Snoqualmie batholith. The Evergreen

fault may occupy the same structural position as the Straight Creek

fault of Vance (1957), but a hypothetical connection between the

Evergreen and Straight Creek faults is masked by the Grotto pluton

about 25-40 km. north of the town of Skykomish. Contrast between

metamorphic rocks juxtaposed across the Evergreen fault decreases

southward in the areas mapped by Yeats (1958-1977) and myself. The

Evergreen fault may not be the main strand of the Straight Creek fault,

but I consider the Evergreen and the Straight Creek faults to be parts

of the same fault system.

The N 05°W-trending Straight Creek fault was named by Vance

(1957) from exposures approximately 50-60 km. north of my area of

study. The Straight Creek fault is a major structural element of the

North Cascades province that juxtaposes two pre-Tertiary terranes:

the plutonic and metamorphic core of the Cascades on the east (domi-

nated by chlorite- to sillimanite-bearing schist, migmatite, and
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metaplutonic rocks) against the Shuksan Metamorphic Suite of

Misch (1966) on the west (characterized by phyllite, greenschist,

and blue-amphibole schist). The same contrast of metamorphic

grade across the Straight Creek fault in the North Cascades is found

across the Evergreen fault east of the Beck ler River (Yeats, 1977),

but this contrast is reduced considerably to the south. A contrast

of metamorphic grade in basement rocks in the northern part of my

area of study is located east of the Tertiary Evergreen fault (see

Chapter II).

Fault Descriptions in the Tonga Ridge Vicinity

To the north of Tonga Ridge, the Evergreen fault juxtaposes

graphitic phyllite of the Easton Schist on the west against graphitic

biotite schist of the Chiwaukum Schist on the east. South of the

railroad tracks on the north side of Tonga Ridge, the Evergreen

fault is recognized as a division between the predominantly southwest-

dipping Swauk Formation, which unconformably overlies the

Chiwaukum Schist on the east, and the Easton Schist on the west.

The outcrop pattern indicates relative uplift of the pre-Tertiary

Easton Schist on the western side of the fault to bring it against the

Tertiary Swauk Formation on the eastern side. The Evergreen fault

divides Swauk Formation from Easton Schist to the south about 7 km.;

farther south, the Easton is not exposed.
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A fault with a trend averaging N 30°W, named the Tonga

Ridge fault, is located a maximum of 2 km. to the west of the

Evergreen fault on Tonga Ridge. The Tonga Ridge fault divides

outcrops of Easton Schist on the eastern side from the Swauk For-

mation on the western side. This fault trace is characterized by

pods of serpentinized ultramafic material and thoroughly sheared

Swauk arkosic sandstone. The Tonga Ridge fault and the Evergreen

fault mark the boundaries of a horst of pre-Tertiary basement rock

composed of Easton phyllite, greenschist, greenstone, and sills or

tectonic slices of Beck ler tonalite bordered on the east and west by

predominantly southwest-dipping Swauk sedimentary rocks.

The Evergreen fault and Tonga Ridge fault appear to coalesce

on the ridge between Burn Creek and the East Fork of the Foss River.

Exposures are poor on this ridge, providing limited outcrop data to

locate this fault junction that represents the southernmost extent of

the Tonga Ridge horst. South of the junction, the Evergreen-Tonga

Ridge fault is recognized by a discontinuous zone of shearing in the

Swauk Formation that contains cataclastically deformed Swauk sedi-

mentary rocks. The fault trace continues approximately 3 km. south,

where it intersects the Snoqualmie batholith. The Snoqualmie batholith

does not appear to be cut by the Evergreen fault.

To allow convenience in discussing criteria for faulting in the

Tonga Ridge vicinity, I have divided the fault system into three
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segments, shown on figure 15. These segments are not implied to

be genetically separate entities.

(1) Evergreen fault segment: A large part of this segment was

mapped by Yeats (1958, 1977), who recognized a lithologic break

that truncates predominantly southwest-dipping beds of the Swauk

Formation. In many areas along this fault segment, such as near

the Tonga Ridge trail, the change from the Easton phyllite on the

west to Swauk Formation on the east is the only evidence for a fault,

i.e., there is no sheared or altered material at the surface. There

is evidence of post-metamorphic structural adjustment in the Easton

phyllite (see Chapter II) that occurs near the fault trace north of Tonga

Ridge and in the Burn Creek drainage, but these shear features are not

confined to localities near the fault. This deformation may pre-date

boundary faults of the Tonga Ridge horst. South of Burn Creek, mater-

ial of apparent Swauk parentage has been sheared and cataclastically

deformed, causing mechanical disruption of quartz and feldspar in

the fault zone at JM-78-25. Small antislope scarps up to 200 meters

west of the fault trace on the ridge south of Burn Creek may be effects

of sackung (gravitational spreading) (cf. McCleary and others, 19781.

(2) Tonga Ridge segment: This fault, recognized by Yeats

(1977), juxtaposes Easton phyllite on the eastern side against pre-

dominantly southwest-dipping Swauk Formation on the western side.

The Tonga Ridge fault is characterized by:
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Fig. 15. Location map of fault segments in Tonga Ridge vicinity.

(1) Evergreen segment
(2) Tonga Ridge segment
(3) Combined segment
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( 1) highly sheared Swauk sedimentary rocks in a zone up to several

hundred meters west of the fault. The rock is riddled by a

pervasive network of throughgoing fractures and large amounts

of late-stage weathering to calcite and clay;

(2) pods of serpentinized ultramafic rock that occur in at least

three localities along the trace of the Tonga Ridge fault. A

sample, JM-78-23, from a serpentinized body occurring south

of Burn Creek contains dominantly antigorite, with veinlets of

prehnite, chrysotile, and talc (fig.16). Bastite pseudomorphs

of pyroxene retain pyroxene exsolution lamallae and the blocky

shape of pyroxene crystals. I estimate the original composition

of this rock to be a peridotite, containing approximately 20-30°10

pyroxene, now appearing as pseudomorphs (bastite) and the re-

mainder of the rock containing olivine (70-80%) which has been

completely altered to serpentine minerals.

(3) Combined Evergreen-Tonga Ridge fault segment: This

segment extends south of the junction of the Evergreen and Tonga

Ridge faults. The Swauk Formation occurs at the surface throughout

the area and is cut by this segment of the fault, but attitudes of bedding

in the sedimentary strata are essentially uninterrupted across the

fault trace. A discontinuous shear zone in the Swauk Formation

extends southward toward the Snoqualmie batholith. Rocks from this

zone are characterized by broken mineral grains, throughgoing
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Fig. 16. Serpentinized ultramafic rock (peridotite?) from a pod
along the Tonga Ridge fault trace at JM-78-23. Antigorite
is the dominant mineral; the rock also contains bastite (B),
magnetite, chrysotile, and prehnite (P).
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fractures, and calcite fracture filling at JM-78-14 (fig. 17).

Models of Fault Offset

The recognizable stage of offset along the Evergreen and Tonga

Ridge faults (Straight Creek fault system) post-dates deposition of

the Swauk Formation (early Eocene) and precedes middle Miocene

emplacement of the Snoqualmie batholith. Post-Swauk faulting in

this area was probably primarily dip-slip as demonstrated by:

(1) juxtaposition of adjacent bodies of the Late Cretaceous Mount

Stuart intrusion, the Mount Stuart batholith on the east and the

Beck ler Peak stock on the west, across the trace of the

Evergreen fault;

(2) apparent reduction of fault displacement to the south. On

Tonga Ridge, the Evergreen fault divides Easton phyllite on

the west from the Swauk Formation on the east. On the ridge

south of Burn Creek the phyllite is overlain unconformably by

remnants of Swauk conglomerate. South of the Tonga Ridge

horst the fault is delineated by a shear zone in the Swauk For-

mation without mappable disruptions in Swauk bedding. Dip-

slip motion may hinge in the southern part of this report area,

uplifting the Tonga Ridge horst along the Evergreen and Tonga

Ridge faults relative to the surrounding Swauk Formation.
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Fig. 17. Cataclastically deformed Swauk feldspathic sandstone;
contains broken grains of quartz and feldspar, through-
going fractures, and calcite fracture filling. Sample
is from the Evergreen fault zone at JM-78-14.
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Stratigraphic separation of approximately 2 km. along the

Tertiary Evergreen fault is estimated by projecting Swauk beds

directly down-dip to the southwest from basal Swauk conglomerate

in the Sawyer Creek drainage, across the Evergreen fault, to uncon-

formable remnants of Swauk Formation overlying Easton Schist on

the Tonga Ridge horst. The above does not consider relief of the

basal unconformity of the Swauk Formation. Stratigraphic separation

of slightly less than 2 km. along the Tonga Ridge fault is estimated

by projecting apparent dips in the Swauk Formation to the south-

southeast from the basal Swauk unconformity on Easton Schist,

mapped by Yeats (1977), across the Tonga Ridge fault, to unconform-

able remnants of Swauk Formation on the Tonga Ridge horst. The

estimate of Tonga Ridge fault offset was subject to a lack of good

stratigraphic control.

Dextral displacement of as much as 200 km. (120 mi.) along

the Straight Creek fault is suggested by Misch (1977) by correlating

crystalline rocks of the Mount Stuart block mapped east of the fault

by Plummer (1969) with similar rocks mapped west of the fault near

Harrison Lake, British Columbia by Lowes (1971). The comparison

is based on metamorphic mineral assemblages in schists described

by Plummer (1969) and Lowes (1971)- that resulted from a combination

of Barrovian metamorphism, prior to Mount Stuart intrusion, and

Buchan metamorphism, synchronous with Mount Stuart intrusion
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(P. Misch, personal commun., 1979). The Evergreen fault did not

experience large scale right-lateral offset postulated for the Straight

Creek fault because of the indirect juxtaposition of contemporaneous

Mount Stuart intrusive rocks across the Evergreen fault. Accord-

ingly, Buchan metamorphic assemblages could not be offset along

the Evergreen fault.

The contrast in metamorphic grade across the Evergreen fault

appears to be reduced considerably southward from the Beck ler valley

toward Tonga Ridge (Yeats, 1958). In the Skykomish area north of

the Stevens Pass highway, rocks with a strong synkinematic phase

of metamorphic mineral growth and migmatitic rocks to the east are

in fault contact with low-grade, non-migmatitic rocks to the west

(Yeats, 1958, p. 238-239). In my area, metamorphic basement units

appear to be in fault contact on the north side of Tonga Ridge, where

a contrast in metamorphic grade is evident, but not as the Evergreen

fault. Rocks immediately east of the Tertiary Evergreen fault in my

area resemble low-grade metamorphic rocks west of the fault and

are considered to be Easton Schist. I suggest that post-Swauk dis-

placement along the Evergreen and Tonga Ridge faults did not produce

major contrasts in metamorphic basement lithology across the Ever-

green fault; instead, the basement contrast was produced prior to

Swauk deposition. The pre-Swauk phase of displacement did not
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involve a large component of right-slip, as suggested for the Straight

Creek fault by Misch (1977); this fault was also not equivalent to the

eastern boundary fault of the Tonga Ridge horst.

The Evergreen fault may offset rocks predating the Snoqualmie

batholith in the area mapped by Ellis (1959); it may correlate with

either his Easton-Naches fault or Summit Chief fault. I have dis-

missed the possibility that the Evergreen fault bends to the east at

the Tye River and connects with the Deception Pass fault (Pratt, 1954;

Ellis, 1959) at the edge of the Mount Stuart batholith. This conclusion

is prompted by an unconformable contact between the metamorphic

basement rock and overlying Swauk Formation in the area between

Alpine Creek and Deception Creek. Faulting at Deception Pass be-

tween the Swauk Formation and adjacent Mount Stuart uplift was prob-

ably caused by structural adjustment accompanying emplacement of

the Mount Stuart batholith (see Chapter IV). Structural adjustment

during uplift of the Mount Stuart body may be contemporaneous with

faulting along the Evergreen and Tonga Ridge faults that elevated the

Tonga Ridge horst, but does not appear to be related to the pre-

Mount Stuart phase of displacement that produced basement contrasts

associated with the Evergreen fault system.

Either the Evergreen or Straight Creek faults could extend into

an area in the central Cascades mapped by Foster (1957, 1960) as his

Kachess Lake fault, nearly 35 km. directly south of my area of study.
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The Straight Creek fault may bend to the west north of Skykomish,

in the region intruded by the Grotto pluton (Robert Yeats, personal

commun., 1979); in this case, the Straight Creek fault would skirt

my thesis area to the west and connect with the Kachess Lake fault

of Foster (1957, 1960) and Stout (1964). The actual connection be-

tween the Evergreen fault and the Straight Creek fault is enigmatic,

but both faults are considered to be part of the same fault system in

this study. The Tertiary phase of proposed dip-slip on the Evergreen

and Tonga Ridge faults in my area of study may be related to dis-

placements along the Straight Creek fault farther north but I am un-

able to draw such a connection in this study.

Deception Pass Fault

General Statement

The Deception Pass fault (Pratt, 1954, 1958; Ellis, 1959) is a

high-angle shear zone that separates pre- Tertiary rocks of the Mount

Stuart uplift on the east from the Swauk Formation and Mount Daniel

volcanics on the west in my area of study. Pratt (1954) mapped the

'N 30°W-trending Deception Pass fault to extend approximately 15 km.

north-northwest of the type locality of the fault at Deception Pass and

connect with a similarly trending fault south of Scenic near the Cas-

cade railroad tunnel. Southeast of Deception Pass, the Deception Pass
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fault disappears beneath Quaternary alluvium of the Cle Elum River.

The fault apparently does not emerge from beneath the alluvial cover

farther south. An unconformable contact between pre-Tertiary rocks

of the Mount Stuart uplift on the east and the Swauk Formation on the

west was recognized by Ellis (1959) approximately 8 km. south-

southeast of Deception Pass. Shear zones suggested to be a potential

southeast extension of the Deception Pass fault by Pratt (1958) were

disputed by Miller (1975). Pratt (1954) estimated nearly 2 km. of dis-

placement along a high-angle normal fault dipping westward 70 to 90

degrees and downdropping strata on the west relative to rocks on the

eastern side.

A high-angle shear zone was confirmed in the Deception Pass

area, but the magnitude of fault displacement and the length of the

fault trace were overestimated by Pratt. Swauk bedding in the

Deception Pass area dips consistently west-southwest, away from

the Mount Stuart uplift. These dips of 30-50 degrees are not pri-

mary, but they may represent a modified unconformity between the

Swauk Formation and older rocks. Relatively minor structural ad-

justment associated with uplift and southwestward tilting of the adja-

cent Mount Stuart body could have caused the southwest tilting of

Swauk beds.

Criteria for faulting in the Deception Pass area include:

(1) morphologic features. A north-northeast oriented gully
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described by Pratt (1954) divides rocks on the east associated

with the Mount Stuart uplift from rocks of the Mount Daniel

volcanic body and the Swauk Formation on the west. The line-

arity of Deception Creek between 2 and 3 km. north-northwest

of Deception Pass may also be fault controlled;

(2) an assortment of fault breccias including JM-78-31 which con-

tains angular fragments of phyllite, aphanitic volcanic material,

chert, quartzite, and Swauk arkose;

(3) truncation of rocks of the Mount Daniel volcanic body. Mount

Daniel volcanic rocks, as well as rocks of the Swauk Formation,

occur only to the west of the Deception Pass fault.

In summary, I confirmed the existence of the Deception Pass

fault, but I found only local evidence for a fault near Deception Pass

that post-dates deposition of the Swauk Formation and the Mount

Daniel volcanic body.

Structural Synthesis

The contrast in metamorphic grade between the Easton Schist

and Chiwaukum Schist in my area of study is enhanced by a polyphase

metamorphic history including complex regional isoclinal folding

in the Chiwaukum Schist that is not a characteristic feature of the

Easton Schist. A boundary between these two metamorphic terranes

is difficult to locate precisely in the thesis area; the boundary appears
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to be faulted east of the Evergreen fault, and critical relationships

may be masked by the Swauk Formation. In the northern part of the

Skykomish area of Yeats, the Evergreen fault divides Easton Schist

on the west from Chiwaukum Schist on the east, however, on the

north side of Tonga Ridge, Easton Schist probably occurs east of

the Tertiary Evergreen fault.

A secondary fault may splay off to the east from the Evergreen

fault north of Tonga Ridge that divides Easton Schist on the west from

Chiwaukum Schist on the east. Easton Schist east of the Evergreen

fault may be a dislodged block resulting from pre-Swauk displacement

along the Evergreen fault; alternation between Easton Schist and

eastern metamorphic types has been described by Yeats (1958) to

the north near the Evergreen fault between Evergreen Creek and West

Cady Creek. A remote possibility is a sharp decrease in meta-

morphic grade within the Chiwaukum Schist westward along the north

side of the Tonga Ridge.

Litho logic contrast in basement rocks in the vicinity of the

Evergreen fault was probably established prior to intrusion of the

Mount Stuart batholith. Sense or magnitude of displacement that

established this contrast is unresolved. The Evergreen fault is off

trend between the Straight Creek and Kachess Lake faults, however,

I consider the Evergreen fault to be a part of the Straight Creek fault

zone. Large scale dextral strike-slip offset postulated for the
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Straight Creek fault to the north by Misch (1977) was not taken up

along the Evergreen fault trace, however.

Thrust emplacement of the Ingalls Complex over Chiwaukum

Schist (Miller, 1977) must have occurred prior to major right-slip

activity along the Straight Creek fault system. This thrust fault is

cut by the Mount Stuart intrusion, therefore it is older than 88 m. y.

The thrust probably reaches the Deception Pass area between the

outcrop of Ingalls Complex at Deception Pass and outcrops of

Chiwaukum Schist approximately 4 km. to the north; the thrust is

now obscured by the Mount Stuart batholith. The Ingalls peridotite

may have been offset as much as 150 km. by right-slip along the

Straight Creek fault (J. Vance, personal commun., 1979) compared

with 200 km. of right-lateral offset of crystalline basement (Misch,

1977). The dimensions of dextral displacement along the Evergreen-

Straight Creek fault system are still unclear, but the exposure of

serpentinized ultramafic rock at Deception Pass located in this study

is the northernmost outcrop of Ingalls Complex currently mapped

east of the Straight Creek fault.

The Mount Stuart batholith was emplaced during Late Cretaceous

time (88±5 m. y. ), intruding northwest-trending Barrovian zones of

regional metamorphism in the Chiwaukum Schist. A Buchan meta-

morphic phase associated with intrusion of the Mount Stuart batholith,

as described by Plummer (1969), may be manifested by static biotite
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growth in the Chikwaum Schist in my area; however, I did not recog-

nize a correlation between abundance of the static phase and proximity

to plutonic contacts. Uplift due to buoyancy accompanying the em-

placement of the Mount Stuart intrusion may have begun during em-

placement, but there is no evidence of uplift until unroofing of the

batholith at 55±6 m.y., based on apatite fission-track ages, and

subsequent Swauk deposition.

The Swauk Formation accumulated during erosion of the Mount

Stuart or Beck ler Peak stock, which supplied a substantial amount

of granitic detritus to the sedimentary sequence. Large amounts

of Easton-type graphitic phyllite together with clasts of the Mount

Stuart or Beck ler intrusive bodies throughout the area of study imply

derivation from northern or northwestern source areas and possibly

also western to southwestern areas, but direct evidence for the latter

is lacking. The fluviatile Swauk Formation was deposited rapidly in

a downdropped terrane (probably dominated by metamorphic basement

rocks) relative to source areas. Swauk strata experienced moderate

folding along approximately east to northeast compressional axes

following deposition.

If the Tonga Ridge horst and similar uplifted terranes of Easton

basement west of the Evergreen fault supplied the dominant amount of

phyllitic detritus to the Swauk Formation east of the-Evergreen fault;

uplift of the western side would be implied to be contemporaneous with
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Swauk deposition. This would allow Easton Schist west of the fault

to be a source of phyllite clasts in the Swauk Formation and still

truncate Swauk beds during final offset along the Evergreen fault;

which elevated the Tonga Ridge horst.

Folding of Swauk strata and final uplift of the Tonga Ridge horst

took place during and shortly after Swauk deposition if the Tonga

Ridge horst was a major supplier of phyllite detritus to the Swauk

Formation east of the horst. The locus of source terranes for Swauk

sedimentary rocks in the area of study may have shifted from the

adjacent Tonga Ridge horst and associated Easton basement to areas

farther north during Swauk deposition. A source area to the north

would account for the belt of conglomerate dominant Swauk Formation

in the northern part of the area and perhaps explain the absence of a

similar depositional relationship (i.e., conglomerate dominant belt)

in exposed Swauk strata bordering the Tonga Ridge horst. Basement

rocks east of the Tertiary Evergreen fault are not considered to have

served as a major provenance for Swauk sediments because of the

lack of clasts of Chiwaukum Schist in the Swauk Formation.

Uplifted terranes are associated with intrusive rocks of the

Mount Stuart batholith in the area of study. Relative buoyancy of the

Beck ler Peak stock probably caused isostatic uplift of the Tonga

Ridge horst which continued after Swauk deposition. The main body

of the Mount Stuart intrusion dominates the uplifted Mount Stuart block
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in the northern and eastern parts of the area, suggesting a buoyant

effect accompanying emplacement. Such an effect is not geologically

recorded prior to normal faulting along the margin of the batholith

which may have produced upwarp of beds in the adjacent Swauk

Formation. The final stages of Evergreen faulting may be con-

temporaneous with Deception Pass faulting.

No temporal connection was made between west side up, east

side down displacement along the Evergreen fault on the east side

of the Tonga Ridge horst and the apparent east side up, west side

down displacement demonstrated by fault truncation of the Mount

Stuart intrusion to the north in the Skykomish area (Yeats, 1977). If

these two phases of faulting were synchronous, perhaps dip-slip pro-

duced a scissors-type motion along the Evergreen fault. Alterna-

tively, truncation may relate only to latest movement of the Evergreen

fault or be a Deception Pass-type fault.

The Mount Daniel volcanic body intruded and was deposited upon

the Swauk Formation, burying a surface of high relief (cf. Ellis, 195).

Differential uplift of the Mount Stuart block continued along the Decep-

tion Pass fault, causing truncation of Mount Daniel dikes.

The middle Miocene Snoqualmie batholith intruded the Evergreen

fault, placing an upper age limit on Tonga Ridge faulting. The

Snoqualmie intrusion may have caused structural adjustment in the

Swauk Formation and Mount Daniel volcanic body (e.g., possible
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faulting east of Marmot Lake).

No evidence of active faulting was noted in the area of study.
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